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The desert has given me a deep awareness of the 
life about and through me, an awareness growing out of a 
silence found there. This is the silence of listening and 
observing, of opening myself to the spirit of each thing. 
Through this silence I understand more fully the common 
source and unity of all phenomena, and feel myself as an 
integral part of a living totality. Within it my human 
identity is not lost, rather, it is strengthened and ful
filled.

For a period of time I have been involved in a 
series of paintings with extremely personal means of ex
pression, In them my developing concept of identity with 
life about me and the means of giving this concept material 
form are inseparable, Nature is the basis of my painting. 
Through silence I feel able to discover the essential life 
of natural phenomena. However, it is only in the painting 
that I am able to give expression to such life.

Spirit is to me the joined inner and outer life of 
things, light and movement for me are symbolic of spirit 
and hence life. The white expanse of the panel is perfect 
light, but in an inexpressive form. It is the dots of paint 
applied to the panel that reveal life by breaking pure light 
into motion, form and matter.
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Within the limitations of the material with which I 
will mark the bare expanse of white I realize the possibili
ties of sueh painting are boundless,, What follows this 
recognition is a feeling of excitement and expectancy before 
that which is both known and unknown. There is a special 
beauty in this feeling of suspension at the beginning of an 
idea. The idea, finally realized only in the completed 
painting, is identifiable with that rhythm which organizes 
known and unknown parts into a whole, like living things, 
the idea has grown organically out of itself; it becomes 
the manifestation of its inner being.

In preparing a suitable surface on which to work, a 
fine cotton or linen fabric is stretched smoothly over a 
braced masonite panel. The covered panel is thinly gessoed 
and carefully sanded several times. This surface provides 
the field of white free of irregularities required for the 
painting.

At times in the beginning of a painting I work 
directly with a rock worn smooth by sun and desert wind, or 
with a shell perhaps scarred by rocks and surf. I hold the 
reck or shell in my hand, turning it slowly, observing 
closely each part. I become involved with these traces of 
life and change, with delicate and sharp patterns of struc
ture and growth, with the overlying patterns of transforma
tion. The rock's surface seems to be made of Compressed



grains of different colored sands within which can he found 
pressed tracings of plant-like forms, a delicate spider-web 
of lines and deeply etched and sharp cracks„ The rock seems 
to have absorbed its color from the earth and the sun; it 
recalls the desert wash and before that, the mountain from 
which it has come* The shapes found on the shell seem to be 
a reflection of sky and sea, sharp mountains and full moon* 
Purples and blues may become the colors of the night sea and 
sky, and a golden spiral forms a halo round the full white 
moon at the center of the shell«, Within these objects I 
find an endless terrain of wonder, as well as a realm where 
rhythm and structure are one.

The rock is placed on the fresh panel or is held 
in my left hand/ The panel lies horizontally on a table 
before me. With my right hand I pick up a sharply pointed 
pencil and lightly let it move over the surface leaving its 
own faint trail. The line is determined by a line from the 
surface of the rock, yet the pencil moves freely, I allow 
my pencil to draw as it will over other lines. More and more 
I become interested in these lines, in their relationships 
and in the white areas which are begining to form between 
them. These white areas equally determine the placement and 
direction of additional line. There is a great variety in 
the linear characters in length, direction, weight, curves, 
and angles.



At times I begin working on the painting from that 
which is within me, trying to paint something as direct as 
nature, immediate, with nothing in between, I may sit 
quietly in front of the panel with my eyes closed, or with 
open eyes concentrate on the white surface of the panel 
until I am ready to make the first mark, I allow the pencil 
to meander freely over the surface, later using a more 
conscious control in the placement and character of lines„

"When I begin to paint the rock may be used for color 
referenceo An acrylic paint is used for its flexibility and 
for its quick drying property. Tones and transparencies of 
color are determined by the amounts of water mixed with the
painte A small sable brush is used to mix and apply the
acrylic. The brush is dried to lighten areas by absorbing 
drops of color leaving only a trace of the pigment, giving 
freedom to the formation of tone during and after the applica
tion of color. My hand and forearm are steadied by the sur
face of the. panel, using my wrist as a pivot point for 
movement, Dots of paint are applied slowly and carefully, 
following the free paths made by the pencil. With paint, 
the lines begin to take on depth as well as direction, and
groups of lines and the spaces between begin to unify and
take on form.

At will I return to the rock, to the drawing, and 
again to the painting, overlaying patterns of lines within



one area or spreading out from it. I may move to another 
area which will be.fixed by that which is already present in 
the painting. All parts must relate to each other and to 
the whole. These relationships of color, of directional 
movement, and of positive whites become more and more com
plicated. The dots grow and deepen slowly until the total 
surface is considered and the process can no longer be 
described as a simple linear progression. At this time the 
drawing is done with the panel placed vertically against the 
wall so that I am able to consider the painting as a whole, 
long and often tense periods are spent unifying the parts, 
pulling forward or strengthening the areas which will deter
mine the ultimate character of the painting.

Despite these "tense periods of involvement the 
painting is often done in quiet passiveness, without thoughts 
or without thoughts related to my actions. I may become 
completely immersed in the light changes across the panel as 
the sun moves. I begin painting early in the morning when 
the sun is rising and end usually when the sun is directly 
above, light in the room changes from cool to warm. The 
white of the panel responds to each light as do the color 
dots either by heightening or by diminishing in intensity.
At times the light reflected from the table to the panel 
produces a soft golden tone which seems to come from within 
the panel or filter through from the other side. Shadows
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deepen both the tone and space of the areas on which they 
fallo Such changes of course suggest forms P colors $, light 
and movement»

My sight may be totally absorbed in the beauty of 
particles of colored pigment floating in one drop of water<, 
The points of water produce uneven shapes wherein unmixed 
paint leaves islands of dry pigment, producing a pattern of 
dots within a dot0 I may focus on the rhythmic movements of 
the brush and the beads of paint it leaves after each light 
touchj, after each short jump. Here my thoughts are held by 
paint as paint, water as water, and brush as brush, in a 
sense of wholeness with the material*

At other times I am more fully involved with the 
spirit of the painting as it unfbids * It may take on 
spatial dimensions and rhythmic movements of which I feel I 
am a part«, Sitting quietly, applying the dots of paint with 
great care, my hand and my wrist move over the surface of 
the canvas and I feel that I am entering it physically, I 
follow lines inside and outside, over and under, and up and 
down the plane, Oolor seems to explode before me that is 
only beginning in the painting. Here additional passages 
appear, and in a timeless joy I apply the paint and feel that 
I am able to hear the dots being made and the lines formed. 

Within the total period of development all is 
guided by the felt and unknown idea. Things are allowed to



come aibout and form0 fiae painting, like water reflecting my 
being, simply makes itself as does a reflection in water.
The idea is quiet and veiled, an unseen seed slowly and 
naturally germinating. From this almost undetected source 
the form grows and comes forward. Slowly and gradually felt 
in the beginning, it grows into my consciousness or may come 
forward more suddenly after lying unseen for a longer period 
of time. This is the beginning of a greater awareness and 
control of the growth process, my own shaping of form, the 
final unification. The process continues slowly and 
naturally notwithstanding my own anxieties. It strengthens 
and matures until it crystallizes In the completed painting.



Fig. 1o Study No. 1. 32" X 25" 
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Fig. I.



Fig. 2. Study No. 2. 32" X 23" 





Fig. 3. Study No. 3. 33" X 24" 
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Fig. 4. Study No. 4. 
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Fig. 4.



Fig. 5. Study No. 4. detail 
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Fig. 5.



Fig. 6. Study No. 5. 33" X 24" 
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Fig. 6.



Fig. 7. Study No. 5. detail 





Fig. 8. Study No. 5. detail No. 2. 





F1g. 9. Study No. 6. 42" X 26" 
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